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Abstract

checking of such expressions increases the chance of injection attacks. Integrating aspects defined in different languages often also requires additional boilerplate code, which
is repetitive and error-prone to implement.
The WebDSL project aims at providing an integrated web
development platform, alleviating the issues associated with
a heterogeneous environment. To deal with its inevitably increasing complexity that occurs as the project evolves, we
formulated the approach of code generation by model transformation [2] to ensure a modular and extensible architecture, ensuring maintainability of its implementation.

WebDSL is a domain-specific language for the implementation of dynamic web applications with a rich data model. It
consists of a core language with constructs to define entities,
pages and business logic. Higher-level abstractions, modeling access control and workflow, are defined in a modular
fashion as extensions of the core language.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.2 [Programming
Techniques]: Automatic Programming; D.2.3 [Software
Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques
General Terms Languages, Design

1.

2.

Introduction

WebDSL

WebDSL is a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for the implementation of dynamic web applications with a rich data
model [6, 5]. WebDSL consists of smaller sub-languages
addressing different technical domains which are statically
checked and transformed into one coherent web application.
WebDSL provides sub-languages for the specification
of data models and for the definition of pages for viewing and editing objects in the data model. Consider Figure 1, which illustrates a simple web application. Its data
model is described using entity definitions (e.g., User1 and
ProgressMeeting2 ), containing properties with a name
and a type. Page definitions3 can be parameterized with and
instantiated for specific entities4 . They specify a presentation5 of a web page and its associated entities. Navigation
between pages is expressed in the form of navigate elements that specify linked pages10 .
To provide the user with the ability to manipulate entities, the example page specifies input6 elements that allow
a user to input different properties of an entity. The modification of elements is finalized by means of an action7 , which
specifies the operation to undertake when the page is to be
saved. In the definition of an action definition8 objects can
be further modified and persisted to the database. Actions
may affect navigation by specifying return9 with a page
reference.
Building upon the WebDSL core language elements,
higher abstractions have been created in WebDSL for access control and workflow. The access control abstraction of

Developing web applications comprises many technical concerns, such as data representation, querying, and modification, input handling, user interface design, and navigation.
Often separate languages are used to address these various
concerns. For example, a typical web application may use
the Java general-purpose programming language, the SQL
query language, the JavaServer Faces (JSF) presentation language with the EL expression language for accessing data
and XML for configuration of frameworks.
Having separate languages for different technical domains is conceptually appealing, but the way these languages evolved introduced a number of issues for web application programmers. One issue is the presence of redundancy and inconsistency among the languages, as shown
by the EL expression language, which is essentially a nonstrict subset of Java expressions. Another issue is in the lack
of awareness of other languages in different tools that support them. For instance, the Java compiler performs static
analysis, but is oblivious of other languages involved, such
as SQL queries embedded in Java strings. Lack of static
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entity User
username
password
name
manager
employees
isAdmin
}

{1
::
::
::
->
->
::

String (id)
Secret
String
User
Set<User>
Bool

rules for the definition of basic transformations, and programmable strategies for building complex transformations
that control the application of rules. Using strategies, the
WebDSL generator is divided into different transformation
stages. Each consists of a set of rewrite rules that rewrite
extensions of the WebDSL core language to more primitive
language constructs. Using this technique of compilation by
normalization [4], we gradually reduce the semantic gap between input and output model, thus avoiding the complexity
associated by directly generating code from the input mode.
Extensions of the WebDSL language, such as the access
control and workflow abstractions are realized as plug-ins
to the base language, extending the generator with new normalization rules.

entity ProgressMeeting {2
employee
-> User
employeeView :: Text
managerView :: Text
report
:: Text
approved
:: Bool
comment
:: Text
}

define page editUser3 (u : User4 ) {
title { "Edit User: " output(u.name) }5
section {
header { "Edit User: " output(u.name) }
form {
par { "Name: "
input(u.name)6 }
par { "Password: " input(u.password) }
par { action("Save Changes", saveUser())7 }
}
action saveUser() {8
u.persist(); return viewUser(u);9
}
navigate(home()) { "return to home page" }10
}
}

4.

Conclusion

WebDSL is a DSL that enables development of web applications at a high level abstraction with less boilerplate code.
The approach of code generation by model transformation
enables the generator to be easily extended with new, higherlevel abstractions as illustrated by the access control and
workflow extensions.

rule page editUser(u : User) { principal = u }11
principal is User with credentials username, password12
procedure meeting(p : ProgressMeeting) {13
process {
(writeEmployeeView(p) |AND| writeManagerView(p));
repeat {
writeReport(p);
(approveReport(p) |XOR| commentReport(p))
} until finalizeReport(p)
}
}
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Figure 1. WebDSL example
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